Robocom Systems Demonstrates Commitment to Distributors with the Latest
Release of their Next Generation® ERP Software
Farmingdale, NY and Markham, ON, July 1, 2013. Robocom Systems International just announced
the release of the latest version of their Next Generation® distribution software, a comprehensive ERP
solution for wholesalers and distributors. This release features enhancements that improve all modules
of the system, with a focus on delivering management controls, visibility, and an enhanced user
experience.
The new version empowers Executive and Operations Management to gain further insight into key daily
business activities via the enhancement of existing Next Generation® management controls. This
increased visibility to critical information can be experienced in multiple new displays, such as: Aged
Payables, Aged Receivables, Booked Orders, Invoiced Orders, No Sales, Order Status, Inventory
Control, Recommended Replenishment Action, and Route Management.
“Providing business leaders with the information they need to make timely decisions is critical in
today’s competitive distribution environment,” says Fred Radcliffe, Robocom President. “We believe
this release of Next Generation® provides easy access and clear visibility of the information that
business leaders need to manage and control their distribution operations.”
In addition, a number of system interfaces have been updated to provide the user with a seamless
experience: Due to customer demand, a streamlined and more user-friendly Purchase Order Entry
process has been implemented. The new user experience also incorporates an expanded use of icons—
with context-sensitive tooltips—along with a Toolbar feature that can be configured based on user
preferences. Lastly, the ability to view and save reports in PDF format has been included to provide
much-needed report flexibility.
Reflecting on the user interface updates, Fred Radcliffe commented, “The enhanced user experience
provided in this release 7.00 of Next Generation® will improve user productivity… and that productivity
will be reflected in the distributor’s bottom line.”
About Robocom
Robocom Systems International has focused for over 30 years on developing and implementing Supply
Chain Execution software solutions. Robocom’s solutions include Warehouse Management,
Transportation Management, Voice Technology and Labor Management. An Enterprise Transportation
System and Enterprise Resource Planning System round out the Supply Chain Execution offering. Our
investment in research and development is keenly focused on the needs of the business leaders
responsible for the day-to-day results in warehousing, distribution, transportation and trucking
operations. For more information visit www.robocom.com

